Field Technician - HydroPoint
Regular Fulltime Opportunity with “GREAT” Benefits!
Travel Required in Nevada, Arizona, and Southern California

About HydroPoint:
HydroPoint has been in business for 20 years and is a proven leader in the development of smart water management irrigation systems. The company’s core solutions address smart water management which is needed because of the increasing price of water often due to drought, loss of water due to evaporation, social concerns and over watering.

HydroPoint is the kind of organization you can feel proud to work for. They have a stellar reputation in the marketplace honored by Forbes Top 100, recognized by the EPA for the distinction of being the first chosen irrigation partner and acknowledged by Global CleanTech.

“What Is It Like Be Part of the HydroPoint Team?”
The management style is open, communicative and they ensure their employees feel respected, listened to, and have an opportunity to learn new things and grow. Field Technicians are issued state-of-the-art equipment to help them be successful in their roles and are provided a healthy per diem when traveling.

In addition, HydroPoint has gone to great lengths to ensure employees and their family members are well taken care of by providing a robust benefit package including incentive stock options, 401-k, paid time off, holidays and a comprehensive benefits package that includes cost-effective medical, dental, vision, life, disability benefits and Flexible Spending Accounts. HydroPoint also offers opportunities for career growth and development by promoting from within.

HydroPoint is doing something right, because employees tend to stay with the company for long periods of time. There are several employees with 5 or more years of service throughout the organization.

About the Career Opportunity:
Despite Covid-19, HydroPoint continues to grow and are adding several newly created positions for Field Technicians across the United States. The successful candidates will help deliver services by demonstrating high-quality and detailed installation assessment, and technical support services for customers in a wide range of industries including schools, hospitals, planned communities, business parks and more.

To be successful in this role, Field Technicians must be well-organized, self-driven, have a strong desire to take ownership of each project, be detail-oriented and have exceptional communication skills. In addition, they should have a strong working understanding of smart irrigation control systems and flow management. Experience with WeatherTRAK and Baseline controllers and flow sensors is highly desired.

Field Technicians will use their expertise in installing and inspecting installations of HydroPoint’s array of water management devices. They will also use their experience in conducting site surveys to document existing controllers, backflows, POC’s and indoor mainlines. In addition, they will recommend and perform irrigation system repairs. There will also be opportunities to train contractors on how to do...
site surveys and to install WaterCompass devices as part of HydroPoint’s 360o Smart Water Management approach.

**What Qualifications & Talents Are Needed to Be Successful in This Role?**

- Strong Understanding of Smart Irrigation Systems programming, design, and hydraulics
- Understanding of water delivery methods (various sprinkler head types, drip systems, bubblers and high efficiency spray heads) and how they impact smart irrigation systems.
- Experience installing and operating smart controllers
- Experience installing and managing flow sensors and flow sensing hardware
- Experience with, and strong understanding of, proper irrigation-related electrical troubleshooting and repair
- Experience with, and strong understanding of, proper irrigation system troubleshooting and repair
- Experience completing and documenting Irrigation Audits
- Understanding of various Points of Connection (POC), looped mainlines and leg mainlines
- Ability to use computer and mobile devices to create documents, complete surveys and communicate effectively.
- Ability to clearly convey ideas, concepts, and recommendations via phone and in writing
- CRM experience is a plus
- Must be willing and able to travel 50-75% of the time
- Fluent in Spanish desired, but not required

**Other Requirements:**

- Valid Driver’s License and ability to drive for long periods
- Possess a vehicle in good working condition that can transport tools and product
- Ability to work on ladders and on hands and knees
- Must be able to repeatedly lift 50 pounds
- Valid Irrigation Contractors License in home state, and ability to obtain and maintain a license in all states that require it within the defined territory

**How to Apply:** For immediate consideration, please email your current resume to Dee@GlobalHire.org

Global Hire has been retained by HydroPoint to work exclusively on this career opportunity.